NEWS RELEASE

GENCELL PARTNERS WITH GALLOREMA TO DISTRIBUTE CLEAN BACK-UP
POWER SOLUTION FOR UNINTERRUPTED CHAMPAGNE AND WINE
PRODUCTION



Fuel cell power solution prevents power spikes and eliminate power loss
GenCell G5 fuel cell to premiere on the Gallorema outdoor booth (Salmanazar row, booth 21) at
VITeff, 17-20 October

Epernay, France– September 7, 2017 – GenCell, the fuel cell power solution provider and manufacturer,
has signed a distributor agreement with Gallorema, a specialist equipment provider to the Champagne
and wine industry. Gallorema will distribute the GenCell G5 long-duration UPS to its customers to provide
back-up power to Champagne and wine production lines, as well as regulating voltage to key production
equipment.
GenCell’s fuel cell power solutions deliver unrivalled power stability and 5kW of auxiliary power to ensure
uninterrupted wine production, from the harvest receiving hopper to the bottle. Fueled by hydrogen, the
clean energy of the future, GenCell power solutions can be easily installed in cellars as they produce
energy with no emissions, noise or vibrations.
Gallorema’s CEO, Christophe Labruyère, is a member of the Champagne-Ardennes Administration
Council and President of the Champagne Entrepreneurs Association since 2008. As a leading supplier for
the Champagne industry, Labruyère works regularly with producers and understands their business
challenges.
“Many wine producers suffer from an inconsistent supply of electricity, with voltage spikes or even power
losses that reset production equipment or stop production completely,” says Labruyère. “These incidents
reduce productivity and may even cause significant financial losses. The GenCell solution will mitigate
power issues and assist Champagne and wine producers in avoiding production equipment service costs,
as well as the high material costs of spoiled vintages and the even higher costs of lost future revenue.”
Rami Reshef, GenCell CEO comments: “GenCell is very excited to be working with Gallorema to support
the French wine industry with a clean, hydrogen-powered back-up energy solution. Mr. Labruyère has
deep insights into the needs of this special market and we look forward to many successes together.”
GenCell’s G5 long-duration UPS will be distributed by Gallorema through its four agencies in the North
and East of France. The GenCell G5 solution will make its first industry appearance at Gallorema’s stand
at the VITeff sparkling wine technology exhibition that will be held in Epernay on October 17-20, 2017.

---END---

About GenCell Energy
GenCell Energy fuel cell solutions offer affordable, clean power for humanity that renders diesel
generators obsolete. Using the ultra-reliable technology that powers American and Russian spacecraft,
we deliver backup power for utilities, homeland security, healthcare and automated industries. Our
revolutionary process to create hydrogen-on-demand from anhydrous ammonia (NH3) enables our fuel
cell solutions to provide primary power for off-grid and poor-grid telecom, as well as rural electrification.
GenCell Energy has more than 80 employees, including many veterans of space and submarine projects.
The company is headquartered in Israel with a worldwide distribution and support network and has
unique intellectual property that includes patents, trade-secrets and know-how.
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